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A co.Gpu!er experiment on a twc-dimensional Lorentz QS is &Abed for.which the autocorrelation function of 
the induced dip& moment exhibits an extremely long pqsitive tail. It is argued that this tail can be ascribed to the 
trapping of particles in irregular cages. 

sists of one light particle of radius a which moves in a 
box with periodic boundary conditions and undergoes 
collisions with N randomly distributed hard dish of 
radius u. fixed at positions c. We assume a pair-wise 
additijle induced dipole moment of the form 

The collision-induced tinfrared speckof homo- 
nuclear diatomic .molecuies, and the collision-in- 

duced far infrared translational spectra of inert gas 
mktures, arise from the transitory electric dipole 
moments by the intermolecular interaction of col- 
liding molecules. These spectra characteristically 
show interference effects due to an underlying time 

correlation in the intermolecular force [l , 21. Such 
intercollisional interference effects manifest them- 
selves in tb.e induced dipole moment autocorrelation 
5mction as a long negative tail. In a well-known 
molecular dynamics calculation [3], Alder and 

Waivright found that the velocity autocorrelation 
function for a fluid of hard disks showed interesting 

structure at large times; which they explained as due 
to a persistent hydrodynamic vortex flow, thougbit 
has subsequently been obtained from low density ex- 
pansions [4, 51. In contrast, virtually no attempts 
have been made to examine the autocorrelation func- 
tions for internal degrees of freedom for long times 
,.a.nd at high densities. In this note we report a molecu-, 
lar dynamics simulation which shows clear evidence 
for an additional positive tail in the induced dipole 
moment autocorrelation function at h.igh densities 
wI-jch is longer evcn.than the negative interference 
contribution. This long positive tail apparently is due 

tb the trapping df particles-in asymmetric cages of 
unlike particles. 
1 The model whi&we have studied is-a two-dimen- 

&al Lorentz gas similar to that used recently in ‘a 
~numer+al experiment on the’validity of low density 
expansions for ,the diffusion coefficient [6]. It con- 

. . 

ff r-q 
P(r) = c i=l i7-_7il PO wrJ)~ 

where vis the position of the light particle, and 

PO CR11 = q ew (-R/P). (2) 
We generate the configurations of the fixed scatterers 
using ;I standard Monte Carlo technique [7]. The light 
particle is placed at random in sucha configuration 
subjec! to the condition that it does not’overlap a 
fixed F:catterer and the direction of its velocity is 
chosen at random. Its trajectory is.then followed for 
a time T. The induced dipole moment ~~(f(t)) is cal- 
culated from the trajectory, and the time autocorrela- 
tion function .. 

T-i 

C,(T) =.J- J 
T--7 o 

dt &Q+3) l c1;(~(0) (3) 

is formed. This process is repeated for hr, different 
starting configurations, after‘which the cord&ration 
averaged induced-dipole moment autocorrelation func- 

tion 

(41 

.’ 

is calctr]ated..We take LT.+ oo.= 1 and the speed of the 
light p:Mic!e to be I. For the sake -of clarity the resul- 
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F&l. The autocorrelation function C(T) as a function of 7 
for two values of the rvlge pnrvneter p. 

tant spectra are not velocity averaged; the velqcity 
average is in any case of a trivial nature for this System. 
Unless otherwise indicated the ratio a/oo chosen was 
that for H,dr [8]. In most of the computer runs N 
was taken to be 225 particles and the number of con- 
figurations N, of the order of 300. We took p in the 
range 0.05-0.20. TWX 125 time units which at high 
density,was sufficient to allow several hundred to a 
few thousand co&ions, depending on the configura- 
tion chosen. The autocorrelation function C(7) ob- 
tained from the estimate (3) is only useful for 7< 
0.1 T as the variance becomes large for 7 of the order 
of T [9]. The system was studied at various densities 
between A/A o = 23 and A/Ao = 1.425, where k is 
the area of’the bcx andA,-, +lhe close-packed area. At 
low densities C(r) shows a long negative intercollisio- 
nal interference tail, as expected. The corresponding 
power spectrum W(w) shows a dip about zero fre- 
quency, the dip extending to about 9 of ‘Lhe peak 
height. W(w) was obtained by discrete Fourier trans- 
formation of C(r). At a density ofA/A, = 5.7 a small 
positive peak appears in the bowl of the intercollisio- 
nal interference dip in W(w). This positive peak be- 
comes more prominent as the density is incieased. 
C(7) +nd W(w) are shown-in figs. 1 a@ 2, respectively, 
for the hig@st density considered. In these two corn- 
puter runs, N, = 320, tid the same configurations and 
trajectories were used for both values of the range 

parameter p. C(r) is shown for.7 between 0 and 6.2. 
The positive tail is evident. It in fact $hows no sknsible 
diminution from 6.2 to 12.5, the largest value of T for 

w&h we calculated C(7). The width of the central 
peak in. W(w) is tidependent of p and is only four 
times the f?equency step of the discrete Fourier trans. 
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Fis 2. The power spectrum W(w) z.s a function of the fre- 
quency w for two values of the rvlp parameter p. 

form used. Both C(7) and W(o) show considerable 
fluctuation. Unfortunately, sipificant reduction in 
the fluctuation would require prohibitive amounts of 
computer time.. 

The positive tai: of the autocorrelation function 
can be interpreted qualitatively as due to the fast that 
at such high densities the fixed scatterers tend to fcrm 
cages in which the light particle will be trapped for 
lcng periods of time. Du& +Lhe stay of a light parti- 
cle in an irregular cage the time average of its induced 
dipole moment will in general differ from zero, and 
as can be seen imniediately from eqs. (3) and (4), this 
leads to an autocorrelation function with a positive 
tail. The decay time for the tail is the escape time for 
a particle from one cage to another. For perfect!y 
caged particles, C(r) tvill never decrease to zero. 

In order to see whether the above picture is correct. 
we formed the correlation function 

N_ 

for the same’&fibration and trajectories, where & 
is the time averaged induced dipole moment in con- 
figuration I, 
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z(r) so computed app%rs to rem& negative;but sponsible for the S branch, while it has a l/R4 depen- 
goes to zero from below in a few mean’free times. dence sllch a$ would give a large caging effect in our 
There is no central spike in the correspondi;lg power ‘., model, in a Fhysid.system this wili be diminished 

.spectrum., It is worthwhile noting that the time aver: -m-y much by the angular.dependence of p, and will 
age of p over the interval T is not identical to’the con- be smeared out by velocity averaging and by.collisio- 
figurational average of pl which is consistent with,zero nal pertylrbation of the vibrational rotational transi- 

-for the cases considered here..Henco ifp is to be ergo- tion frequency. Our caging effect would thus be diffi- 
die; then much longer times than the T which we cult to distinguish from’diffusional narrowing, with 
have used are necessary to establish the equahty of which it is in my case conceptually related [13]. 
the two averages. 

To assess the effects of cage irregularity we made This investigation is pah.of a research pro&n of 

ofle run in a regular-“face-centred square” lattice the “Sti:hting voor F,undamenteel Onderzoek der 
with u = Oand with pO (I?) a 1 /R4_ The central spike Materie” and was made possible by financial support 
was quite absent. In a second run, w%th.the same u from the “Nederlandse Organisatie voor Zuiver-We- 
andinhuced dipole moment, at a siig!!tiy lower-density, tenschappelijk Qndeizoek”. We are indebted to the 
but with a random configuration generated ,+I the Computation Centre of the Rijksuniversiteit Utrecht 
usual way, a defmite though not pronounced spike ‘for the use of their CCC. 6500. We are pleased to ac- 
was seen. knowlei!ge useful and interesting discussions with Dr. 

If the induced dipole moment were proportional M.H. Erast. 
to the intermolecular force on the light particle, then 

W(w) would of necessity go to zero at zero frequency,. 
.and the spike would be absent [IO, 1 I]. It is thus to Referenzes 
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